Solar Outdoor Payphone Booths

Electric signs are necessary to attract customers to outdoor booths but in remote locations, the cost of installation of electric utility power plus the monthly electric billing can equal or exceed coin revenue. As an alternative, sign lamps can be powered by solar energy. ATLANTS offers systems that will allow outdoor booth to be self-powered.

Features

ATL1001 Single Phone booth
1. High Quality Mild steel construction design for indoor and outdoor use.
2. Stainless Steel pedestal ensures protection against corrosion
3. Coated Mild steel side panels are able to withstand severe impact, resist corrosion, under extreme temperature conditions, heat …etc.
4. Appealing main booth in blue and steel gray
5. Painted mild steel User friendly Writing shelf
6. Interior booth light kit (option)

H2100xW600xD450mm

Net Weight: 85 kgs

Solar power Booth

Ideal for rural areas, solar Powered Phone Booth offers a completely wireless and anti-vandalism solution. Its fitted Solar panel is fully integrated making it vandal and tamperproof.

Solar Panel is assembled by lamination. Using the latest manufacturing technologies, it attains a superb durability and a very long lifespan, typically more than 30 years.
ATL1001E Single Phone booth

1. Features
2. Designed for outdoor use
3. Can be double mounted on a single pedestal
4. 12mm Perspex Side panels are able to withstand severe impact, resist corrosion, under extreme temperature conditions, heat … etc.
5. Panel color in fluorescent blue, yellow, clear, or specified by the client.
6. Anti-heat high strength Head hood in blue, red, and customer colors.
7. Stainless Steel pedestal ensures protection against corrosion
8. Writing shelf
9. H2100xW770xD400mm
10. Net Weight: 80 kgs

ATL1001/B Single Phone booth
H1950xW800xD450mm

Features:
Quality Mild steel construction. Designed for outdoor Can be double mounted on a single pedestal. Anti-heat high strength mild steel Head hood in blue, red, and customized colors. 7.5mm Perspex Side panels are able to withstand severe impact, resist corrosion, under extreme temperature conditions, heat, … etc. Panel color in fluorescent blue, yellow, clear, or specified by the client. Stainless Steel pedestal ensures protection against corrosion. User friendly Writing shelf in mild steel

OTHER CUSTOMISED MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST – AS WELL AS WALL MOUNTED TYPE